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Quantification of the effect of surface heating on shock wave modification
by a plasma actuator in a low density supersonic flow over a flat plate
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Abstract This paper describes experimental and numerical
investigations focused on the shock wave modification in-
duced by a dc glow discharge. The model is a flat plate in
a Mach 2 air flow, equipped with a plasma actuator com-
posed of two electrodes. A weakly ionized plasma was cre-
ated above the plate by generating a glow discharge with
a negative dc potential applied to the upstream electrode.
The natural flow exhibited a shock wave with a hyperbolic
shape. Pitot measurements and ICCD images of the modi-
fied flow revealed that when the discharge was ignited, the
shock wave angle increased with the discharge current. The
spatial distribution of the surface temperature was measured
with an IR camera. The surface temperature increased with
the current, and decreased along the model. The tempera-
ture distribution was reproduced experimentally by placing
a heating element instead of the active electrode, and nu-
merically by modifying the boundary condition at the model
surface. For the same surface temperature, experimental in-
vestigations showed that the shock wave angle was lower
than for the case with the discharge switched on. The re-
sults show that surface heating is responsible for roughly
50% of the shock wave angle increase, meaning that purely
plasma effects must also be considered to fully explain the
flow modifications observed.
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1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, there has been considerable re-
search into the use of plasma-based devices in flow-control
applications (i.e. plasma actuators), both numerically and
experimentally. Many flow regimes are concerned, from low-
speed subsonic airflow to hypersonic flow, including moderate-
velocity subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flows. Several
reviews are available for high speed flow regimes and testify
to the considerable research effort into active flow control
research using plasma actuators. For instance, one can refer
to the work of Fomin et al (2004); Bletzinger et al (2005);
Leonov (2011); Wang et al (2012).

Plasma actuators are extensively deployed for flow con-
trol applications because of their ability to achieve flow ac-
tuation with a high-bandwidth (O (Hz−kHz)) and without
moving mechanical parts. From a general point of view, a
plasma actuator is a simple electrical device based on the
use of a gas discharge. As many types of discharge are po-
tentially usable (Raizer, 1991), a wide variety of different
types of plasma actuators has been studied in the literature.
Among the ones most commonly used are those based on a
surface dielectric barrier discharge (dbd) with linear (Roth,
2003) or serrated electrode design (Joussot et al, 2013), sur-
face dbd with multiple electrodes (Benard et al, 2009), sur-
face direct current (dc) (Shang et al, 2008), bulk dc glow dis-
charge (Menier et al, 2007), dc filamentary discharge (Leonov
and Yarantsev, 2008), arc discharge (Gnemmi and Rey, 2009),
radio frequency discharge (Dedrick et al, 2011), and corona
discharge (Artana et al, 2002), for instance. The main lim-
itation in using a particular type of plasma actuator is of-
ten driven by the flow conditions, especially by the pres-
sure condition. In rarefied flow regimes, corona and glow
discharges are mainly used as this regime implies low pres-
sures, except in the case of micro-fluidic studies where rar-
efaction effects are due to the small dimensions. Plasma ac-
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tuators based on other types of discharge (for instance, sur-
face dc discharge, dbd, or arc discharge) are scarcely ever
used owing to their working limitation imposed by the dis-
charge physics itself. In the case of a low pressure, the free
mean path is too large in comparison to the actuator dimen-
sions to use these types of plasma actuators.

Flow control research in the compressible regime plays
a major role in many applications such as aerospace, defense
and transportation. Under supersonic flow conditions, ther-
mal effects, including surface and bulk (i.e., gas) heating,
are commonly interpreted as the main physical mechanisms
responsible for aerodynamic effects resulting from electri-
cal discharges created in the air flow (Semenov et al, 2002;
Bletzinger et al, 2005). While many experimental studies
have been undertaken at high speed flows, the interpreta-
tion of some of the experimental results remains problem-
atic (Bityurin and Klimov, 2005; Shin et al, 2007), espe-
cially for experiments in which a change in the discharge
polarity leads to different aerodynamic effects (Bityurinand
Klimov, 2005; Shin et al, 2007). In high speed flow control,
quantification of the non-thermal mechanisms is very im-
portant for future applications but also very difficult to con-
duct because these mechanisms act in addition to thermal ef-
fects, which can overshadow non-thermal effects (Macheret
et al, 2004; Shang et al, 2008). Analysis of the investiga-
tions carried out to date highlights the fact that the results
of many studies are attributed to purely thermal effects. In
such cases, the flow modifications are due to thermal mech-
anisms of interaction coming from the energy release of the
discharge. However, when the ionization rate is relatively
high (> 10−5 , Macheret et al (2004)), other types of effects
must be considered to explain the observed flow modifica-
tions (Lago et al, 2014). It is still not clear, however, what
the nature of these effects is: bulk heating, purely plasma
effects (i.e., ionization or thermal disequilibrium), etc.

This paper combines experiments and numerical simu-
lations in order to gain a better understanding of the sur-
face heating occurring when a plasma discharge is used to
modify the flow around a flat plate. This study follows pre-
vious work presented in Menier et al (2007); Parisse et al
(2009), but presents a significant improvement in that the
temperature gradient over the flat plate is taken into account
both experimentally and numerically. While evidence for the
thermal nature of the interaction between the flow and the
plasma discharge is overwhelming, the present study gives
rise to a quantification of the surface heating and hence shows
that a purely plasma effect has also to be considered to ex-
plain the observed flow modifications.

2 Experimental setup

2.1 The MARHy wind tunnel

The MARHy low density facility of the ICARE laboratory
(CNRS, France) is used for both academic and industrial re-
search. The wind tunnel was built in 1963, and until 2006
‘MARHy’ was known as the ‘SR3’ wind tunnel of the ‘Lab-
oratoire d’Áerothermique’ (former name of ICARE). A schematic
view of the facility is presented in Fig. 1. It consists of three
main parts: the settling chamber with a diameter of 1.3 m
and a length of 2.0 m, the test chamber with a diameter of
2.3 m and a length of 5.0 m, and a third chamber in which a
diffuser is installed. The diffuser is connected to the pump-
ing group by a vacuum gate. A powerful pumping group
with 2 primary pumps, 2 intermediary Roots blowers and
12 Roots blowers ensures the low density flow conditions
in continuous operating mode. Depending on the desired
rarefaction level, the number of pumps used can be varied.
When supplied with different nozzles, the wind tunnel gen-
erates subsonic, supersonic and hypersonic flows from Mach
0.8 to Mach 21, and covers a large range of Reynolds num-
bers from 102 up to 105 , for a reference length of 10 cm.
The present study was carried out with a Mach 2 contoured
nozzle, giving a uniform flow distribution through the test
section with a core of 12 cm in diameter (Parisse et al, 2009).
The nominal operating conditions, detailed in Tab. 1, are:
63 Pa for the stagnation pressure and 8 Pa for the static pres-
sure of the test section, corresponding to a geometric altitude
of 67 km. The subscripts0 and 1 stand for the stagnation
condition and the free stream one, respectively. In Tab. 1,
the pressuresp0 andp1, and the air temperaturesT0 andT1

were measured. The other parameters are computed from
these values. The Mach numberM1 of the gas flowing out of
the nozzle was calculated with the following relation:
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)
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 , (1)

wherep0 is the stagnation pressure,p1 is the static pressure
of the test section, andγ is the isentropic exponent of the
flow (for unionized air,γ = 1.4).

2.2 Flat plate and actuators

The model under investigation is a flat plate (100 mm long,
80 mm wide, and 4 mm thick) made of quartz, with a sharp
leading edge (15◦). The flat plate is mounted in the test sec-
tion, 174 mm downstream the nozzle exit (see Fig. 2). The
Reynolds number (ReL = U1L/ν1) based on the flat plate
lengthL and calculated with the experimental inflow con-
ditions (see Tab. 1) isReL = 794. The Knudsen number
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the MARHy wind tunnel without the pump-
ing group.

Table 1 Operating conditions.

Stagnation conditions Free stream conditions

p0 = 63Pa p1 = 8Pa
T0 = 293K T1 = 163K
ρ0 = 7.44×10−4 kg·m−3 ρ1 = 1.71×10−4 kg·m−3

µ1 = 1.10×10−5 Pa·s
U1 = 511m·s−1

M1 = 2
λ1 = 0.375mm
qm = 3.34×10−3 kg·s−1
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Fig. 2 Schematic view of the flat plate in the case of the plasma actu-
ator.

(KnL = λ1/L) based on the same experimental conditions
is KnL = 0.004, corresponding to the slip-flow regime or
slightly rarefied regime.

The plasma actuator is composed of two aluminum elec-
trodes (80 mm long, 35 mm wide, 80µm thick), which are
flush mounted on the upper surface of the flat plate (see
Fig. 3a). The first electrode, called the active electrode, is set
at the leading edge of the plate and is connected to a high
voltage dc power supply (Spellman, SR15PN6) through a
resistor (Rs = 10.6kΩ), while the second one is grounded.
The glow discharge is generated by applying a negative dc
potential to the active electrode, acting as a cathode. The
high voltageVs is fixed with the power supply, which de-
livers the discharge currentIHV. The voltage applied to the
active electrode,VHV, is then calculated with the following
relation:VHV =Vs−RsIHV. The discharge is ignited in air.

35 mm 20 mm 35 mm
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4 mm
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Z

active electrode grounded electrode
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Fig. 3 Schematic views of the flat plate with:(a) the plasma actuator
and(b) the heating element.

A heating element was designed and built to reproduce a
similar surface heating than that measured with the plasma
actuator. The heating actuator, namely the heater, is com-
posed of a 0.15 mm-diameter resistance wire (28Ω·m−1, Cu-
Ni-Mn alloy, ISOTAN R©) embedded between two layers of
polyimide film. The heater is flush mounted on the flat plate
surface instead of the active electrode (see Fig. 3b). In or-
der to preserve the same flow topology as that of the plasma
actuator, the grounded electrode is present on the surface
plate, but not wired. Special attention was applied to repro-
duce with the heater actuator the same temperature distribu-
tions profile than those measured with the plasma actuator
(see Sect. 4.1). For this purpose, the spatial distributionof
the resistance wire along theX-direction was not uniform.
While the longitudinal profile of the surface temperature de-
pends exclusively on the distribution of resistive wires into
the heater, the maximum value of the surface temperature
which could be reached depends on the current value ap-
plied to the heater. The heater was connected to a dc power
supply (0–60 V, 0–2.5 A).

2.3 Average flow field measurement diagnostics

2.3.1 Pressure measurement

The stagnation pressurep0 and test section pressurep1 were
measured with two MKS Baratron capacitance manometers
(Type 627D) with 0-10 Torr and 0-0.1 Torr ranges, respec-
tively. Both manometers are connected to a MKS control
unit (PR 4000B) with a 12-bit resolution. According to the
information provided by the manufacturer, the 0-10 Torr (0-
0.1 Torr) pressure transducer has a signal accuracy of∆ pacc

0 =
±0.12% (∆ pacc

1 = ±0.15%) of the reading, and a time re-
sponse below 20 ms (40 ms). The pressure in the flow above
the plate was measured with a Pitot probe connected to a
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MKS Baratron capacitance manometer (Type 626A, 0-1 Torr)
connected to a MKS control unit (PDR-C-2C). The manu-
facturer’s stated accuracy of the transducer signal was∆ pacc

Pitot=

±0.25% of the reading. All the transducers were calibrated
in the laboratory and shown to be linear within∆ plin =
±0.2%. The total uncertainty of the pressure measurements
is given in Sect. 2.3.4. A 3-axis traversing system, controlled
by a computer, ensured the displacement of the Pitot probe
with a step resolution on each axis of 0.1mm±0.02mm on
each position.

The Pitot probe was made of glass in order to avoid elec-
trical interactions with the discharge. The Pitot tube con-
sisted of a flat-ended cylinder with an external diameter of
D = 6mm and an internal diameter ofd = 4mm. In view of
these dimensions and the free-stream flow conditions (see
Tab. 1), it was not necessary to apply viscous or rarefaction
corrections to the pressure measurements performed with
the Pitot probe (Menier, 2007). Although the outer diameter
of the Pitot probe is of the same order of magnitude as the
pressure gradients above the flat plate, many studies related
to high speed rarefied flows showed that it was possible to
capture these phenomena if the spatial resolution of the mea-
surement was sufficiently fine (for instance, see Allègre and
Bisch (1968)). In this study the minimal value of the verti-
cal displacement step was 1 mm. By moving the Pitot probe
of less than one diameter between each measurement point,
accurate pressure profiles were obtained by doing a moving
average. The validity of this method was verified by Menier
et al (2006) on a similar experimental setup. In addition, be-
cause of the relatively large size of the Pitot tube compared
to the flow phenomena, all measurements refer to the Pitot
tube axis location.

2.3.2 Image of the discharge

The flow around the flat plate was visualized with a PI-MAX
Gen-II ICCD camera (1024× 1024-pixel array) equipped
with a VUV objective lens (94 mm,f/4.1). The light was
collected through a quartz window located in the wall of
the test section chamber (see Menier et al (2007) for further
details on the optical arrangement). Due to the rarefaction
level of the flow, the natural flow field around the plate was
experimentally visualized through the glow-discharge flow
visualization technique. A description of this visualization
method can be found in Fisher and Bharathan (1973). This
technique allows shock waves to be visualized in low den-
sity flows, where other techniques (for instance, Schlieren)
cannot be applied because of the rarefied flow regime. The
glow-discharge flow visualization technique consists in us-
ing an electric discharge to ionize the air flowing around a
model in the test chamber. In this study, a plane-to-plane dc
discharge was created by applying a high voltage between
two parallel rectangular copper plates separated by a gap

of about 300 mm. The flat plate was placed between these
large electrodes, leading to a stream of ionized air around
the model. The consecutive diffuse light emission is focused
on the ICCD camera. Due to air density variations in the
shock wave, a change in the light intensity in the resulting
picture allows the shock wave to be detected (see Sect. 5).
This technique was applied to analyze the flow field in both
the natural case (without actuation) and with the heating el-
ement. When the plasma actuator was used, this technique
was not employed because the bright visible emission of the
discharge itself allows visualization of the flow around the
flat plate and the shock wave.

2.3.3 Surface temperature measurement

An infrared thermography device was used to measure the
surface temperature of the flat plate during experiments when
the plasma actuator or the heater was used. Thermal imag-
ing consists of measuring the radiation flux that originates
from a surface to determine its temperature. In this study,
the thermal images were obtained with a FLIR ThermaCAM
SC3000 camera. The spectral range of the IR camera lied
between 8µm and 9µm. The IR camera was placed on top
of the wind tunnel and focused the entire surface of the flat
plate through a fluorine window (CaF2), compatible with the
IR wavelength range of the camera. The viewing angle re-
mained unchanged during all the experiments. The camera
is equipped with a QWIP-type IR photo-detector composed
of a 320× 240-pixel array, cooled down at 70 K by a Stir-
ling cryocooler. The aperture of the lens used in this study
was 10◦×7.5◦ (FOV) with an image resolution of 0.55 mrad
(IFOV). The focus length between the flat plate surface and
the IR camera was 1395mm±10mm, giving a spatial reso-
lution of 0.77mm·pixel−1±0.01mm·pixel−1 along bothX
andY axis. Focus of the IR camera was performed before
each run of the wind tunnel by placing a heated coin (head
side) on the flat plate surface. The IR camera was focused
until distinguish the head side of the coin the most clearly
as possible. The spatial parameters of images recorded with
the IR camera are detailed in Tab. 2. In this study, the im-
ages were recorded at a frame rate of 1 Hz, with a digitizing
resolution (intensity level) of 14-bit.

Two temperature ranges were used during the measure-
ments, depending on the maximum temperature reached at
the actuator surface. The first temperature range lies between
283 K and 453 K, with an accuracy of±1% or±1◦C. The
second one lies between 323 K and 823 K, with an accuracy
of ±2% or±2◦C. The thermal sensitivity (NEDT), which
is the smallest temperature differences detectable by the IR
camera, is less than 40 mK for the first range, and less than
120 mK for the second range. The details of the two tem-
perature ranges used in this study are given in Tab. 3. For
some experimental configurations, the second temperature
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Table 2 Parameters of images recorded during the surface temperature
measurements.

Axis X Y Comments

Array size 320 pixel 240 pixel
FOV 10◦ 7.5◦

Focus lengthd 1395 mm 1395 mm ±10mm
Total FOV 244mm 183 mm ±0.7%
(= 2d tan(FOV/2))
IFOV 0.55 mrad 0.55 mrad
Target spot size 0.77 mm 0.77 mm ±0.01mm
(= d IFOV)

Table 3 Temperature ranges used for the temperature measurements.

Range 283 K–453 K 323 K–823 K

Accuracy ±1% or±1◦C ±2% or±2◦C
NEDT 40 mK 120 mK
Integration time 1.3 ms 0.2 ms
SNR 125 41
Resolution 14-bit 14-bit

range was used because the surface temperature was higher
than 453 K. This implied that the IR camera was not able to
detect a surface temperature lower than 323 K.

In this study, the flat plate is considered as an opaque ob-
ject because the transmission coefficient of fused quartz is
≈ 0 for the wavelength range of the IR camera. In addition,
the distance between the flat plate and the camera implied
that the atmospheric absorption caused by steam and CO2

is negligible (Minkina and Dudzik, 2009). The transmission
coefficient of atmosphere was therefore considered equal to
unity. Then, the relation between the black body tempera-
ture detected by the IR camera (Tcam) and the effective tem-
perature of the object (Tobj) can be written as (Minkina and
Dudzik, 2009)

T4
cam= εwT4

obj+(1− εw)T4
amb, (2)

whereεw is the emissivity of the object andTamb is the am-
bient temperature. In this study,T1 is considered as the am-
bient temperature. Finally, the surface temperature turnsto
be

Tobj =
4

√

T4
cam− (1− εw)T4

1

εw
. (3)

To estimate the effective temperatureTobj of the object
surface with Eq. (3), the surface emissivityεw needs to be
known. In this study, both types of actuator are made with
bare aluminum foil, which is a surface having a low emis-
sivity (εw < 0.1, the exact value depends on the type of sur-
face). If the object has a low emissivity, the measurement
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Fig. 4 Thermogram ofTcam recorded by the IR camera in the case of
the plasma actuator. The longitudinal profiles of the surface tempera-
ture are extracted from the two black painted lines (aty = ±25mm).
The dark rounded rectangles on the flat plate surface are the electrodes.
The air (M1 = 2) is flowing from the left to the right.

of its surface temperature is difficult to perform by a radia-
tive measurement method. In a such case, the main contri-
bution in the total amount of thermal radiation detected by
the IR camera corresponds to the radiation emitted by the
surrounding ambient that is reflected by the object surface
(i.e., the term(1− εw)T4

amb in Eq. (2)). The radiation emit-
ted by the object itself accounts only for less than 10% (if
εw < 0.1 andTobj ∼ Tamb), meaning that a surface having a
low emissivity tends to behave as a mirror, in the sense of
thermal radiation. Therefore, a surface with an high value
for εw should be preferred to measure the surface tempera-
ture more accurately.

In this study, because electrodes were made with alu-
minum foil, which have a low value ofε, two longitudinal
(i.e., along theX-direction) thin black lines were painted on
the flat plate surface (including the electrodes) to assess the
surface temperature with the IR camera (see Fig. 4). A high
temperature flat black paint was used because such coating
has emissivity in the range 0.8–0.95 (Minkina and Dudzik,
2009), making the measurement of the surface temperature
less perturbed by the reflected radiation of the surrounding
ambient. The black paint was applied over the whole length
of the flat plate, meaning the naked surface of the model
(i.e., the fused quartz) was covered by the paint. Therefore,
the emissivity of fused quartz was not necessary to calcu-
late the surface temperature between the two electrodes. Fig-
ure 4 shows a typical thermogram of the temperatureTcam

detected by the IR camera. The two black painted lines were
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Fig. 5 Typical longitudinal profile of temperature detected by the IR
camera in the case of the plasma actuator. The free stream Mach num-
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located aty = ±25mm, and had a length of 100 mm and a
width of 4 mm.

For each experimental case, the temperature measure-
ments were performed after waiting until thermal equilib-
rium had been reached (≈ 15–20 min, Ĺeger et al (2009)).
The surface temperature along the flat plate was obtained
by post-processing 100 images recorded at 1 Hz with the IR
camera. The number of images was chosen as a result of a
convergence study. The typical testing time of a single run
was approximately 1300 s, including a waiting time for the
thermal equilibrium of 1200 s and a measurement duration
with the IR camera of 100 s. For thei–th thermogram, two
instantaneous longitudinal profiles of surface temperature,
Tcam,L (x) and Tcam,R(x), are extracted from the IR image.
These two profiles corresponded to the temperature distribu-
tion of the black painted lines aty=±25mm and were aver-
aged over the width of the painted lines (i.e., over 5 pixels in
the y-direction). Then, the longitudinal temperature profile
of the i–th thermogramTcam,i (x) was obtained by averag-
ing Tcam,L (x) with Tcam,R(x). Finally, the longitudinal tem-
perature profileTcam(x) of a given experimental case was
obtained by averaging the instantaneous profiles.

Figure 5 shows a typical longitudinal profile ofTcam ob-
tained from the instantaneous profilesTcam,i . Description of
the profile shape is given in Sect. 4.1. The instantaneous pro-
files are weakly scattered around the average value, within a
range of less than 1% ofTcam. This scattering of experimen-
tal data during the measurement was taken into account as
a source of random uncertainty in the evaluation of the to-
tal uncertainty of the surface temperature (see Sect. 2.3.4).
The homogeneity of the temperature distribution along the
model span (i.e., along theY-axis) was evaluated by per-
forming tests with a plasma actuator having a black line
painted along its span (atx = 17.5mm). These measure-
ments showed that the temperature was homogeneous over
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Fig. 6 Emissivity of painted electrodeεw versus the temperatureTcam

detected by the IR camera. The free stream Mach number is 2.

more than 80% of the model span. The order of magnitude
of the temperature fluctuations along the span is few per-
cents of the average temperature (Joussot et al, 2010). In this
study, the spanwise fluctuations of the temperature were es-
timated at±3%. Therefore, the surface temperatureTcam(x)
estimated from the local measurements at the two positions
y = ±25mm was representative of the overall surface tem-
perature along the span. The slight fluctuations of the tem-
perature along the span of the model was taken into account
in considering a fixed uncertainty of∆Tsym

cam = ±3% in the
estimation of the total uncertainty of the surface tempera-
ture (see Sect. 2.3.4). In addition, repeatability tests were
performed for both the plasma actuator and the heater. For
a given set of electrical parameters (voltage and current),
the values of surface temperatureTcam(x) recorded for sev-
eral single runs (with the actuator switched-off between each
run) were similar at±1%. The repeatability of the temper-
ature measurements was taken into account in considering
a fixed uncertainty of∆Trep

cam=±1% in the total uncertainty
of the surface temperature (see Sect. 2.3.4).

The emissivity of the flat plate surface was measured
using the direct emissivity measurement method. This con-
sisted in measuring locally the surface temperature of the
black painted area simultaneously with both the IR cam-
era (Tcam) and a K-type thermocouple (Tthc, with an accu-
racy of±1.5◦C) flush mounted on the flat plate surface (at
x = 20mm andy = −25mm). From Eq. (3), emissivity of
the painted electrodeεw turns to be

εw =
T4

cam−T4
1

T4
thc−T4

1

. (4)

Figure 6 shows the variation inεw as a function of the
surface temperatureTcam recorded by the IR camera. The
95% confidence (95% CI) and prediction (95% PI) intervals
(see Sect. 2.3.4) are also reported in Fig. 6. The error-bars
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represent the total uncertainty∆εw (see Sect. 2.3.4). The av-
erage value of∆εw was estimated at±4.6% over the tem-
perature range 283 K–453 K of the IR camera, and±7.9%
over the second range (323 K–823 K). The variation of the
painted electrode emissivity according to the temperature
detected by the IR camera can be approached by

εw = 1−a

[

1−exp

(

Tcam,off−Tcam

b

)]

, (5)

wherea = 0.164± 0.008 andb = 46.8K± 6.7K are the
best-fit parameters with their corresponding standard errors
(see Sect. 2.3.4) obtained by fitting (least-squares method)
the experimental data to a given model, andTcam,off= 285.8K±
1.9K is the initial temperature, corresponding to the temper-
ature of the case without surface heating. In this study, the
emissivity coefficient is expressed as a function ofTcam to
minimize the error committed ifεw was kept constant. If
the flat plate is considered as a black body (i.e.,εw = 1),
the effective temperature of the flat plate will be underesti-
mated by 4.5%. For a given value ofTcam measured by the
IR camera, the effective temperature of the electrode surface
Tw was calculated with Eqs. (3) and (5). Repeatability tests
were performed with the plasma actuator to check that emis-
sivity of the black painted lines remained unchanged after
several tests with the discharge.

The total uncertainty∆Tw of the effective surface tem-
perature of the flat plate (see Sect. 2.3.4) takes into account
the different sources of uncertainties (accuracy, spanwise
fluctuations, repeatability, standard deviation) of the differ-
ent variables (Tcam, T1, εw) used to calculateTw. The average
value of∆Tw was estimated at±5.2% over the temperature
range 283 K–453 K of the IR camera, and±6.3% over the
second range (323 K–823 K).

2.3.4 Measurement uncertainty and confidence intervals

The measurement uncertainties are estimated according to
Abernethy et al (1985) and the error propagation law sug-
gested by Kline and McClintock (1953). The total uncer-
tainty∆Rof an experimental resultR, which is a function of
several variables, takes into account the systematic uncer-
tainties and the random uncertainties of the different vari-
ables. In this study, the systematic uncertainty includes cal-
ibration, accuracy, spatial homogeneity, and repeatability of
the experimental measurements. The random uncertainty cor-
responds to the standard deviation of the experimental mea-
surements. According to Kline and McClintock (1953); Aber-
nethy et al (1985), the total uncertainty∆Tw of the surface
temperatureTw = f (Tcam,T1,εw) is expressed as follows

∆Tw =

[

(

∂ f
∂Tcam

)2

(∆Tacc
cam+∆Tsym

cam+∆Trep
cam)

2+

(

∂ f
∂T1

∆Tacc
1

)2

+

(

∂ f
∂εw

∆εw

)2

+

(

t95√
N

∂ f
∂Tcam

Tstd
cam

)2
]1/2

,

(6)

where∆Tacc
camand∆Tacc

1 correspond to the uncertainty in ac-
curacy of temperature measurements,∆Tsym

cam corresponds to
the uncertainty due to the spanwise variation of the temper-
ature,∆Trep

cam corresponds to the uncertainty due to the re-
peatability of temperature measurements,∆εw is the total
uncertainty of the surface emissivity,t95 is the quantile of a
two-tailed Students t-distribution with a confidence interval
of 95%,N is the number of samples used to calculateTcam

(i.e., the number of IR images), andTstd
cam is the standard de-

viation ofTcam.
The total uncertainties∆ p0, ∆ p1, and∆ pPitot of the stag-

nation pressurep0, the static pressurep1, and the Pitot pres-
surepPitot, respectively, are expressed as follows

∆ p0/1/Pitot =

[

(

∆ pacc
0/1/Pitot+∆ plin

0/1/Pitot

)2
+

(

t95√
N

pstd
0/1/Pitot

)2
]1/2

,

(7)

where∆ pacc
0/1/Pitot is the accuracy uncertainty,∆ plin

0/1/Pitot cor-
responds to the linearity uncertainty of the pressure gauge
calibration, andpstd

0/1/Pitot is the standard deviation of the
pressure measurements. The average value of∆ p0/1/Pitot was
typically within±2%.

The total uncertainty of the shock wave angle is dis-
cussed in Sect. 5.

The confidence (CI) and prediction (PI) intervals with
1−α/2 confidence were obtained with the following rela-
tions, respectively

ŷi ± t1−α/2,υ

{

s2

[

1
n
+

(xi −x)2

∑n
j=1 (x j −x)2

]}1/2

, (8)

ŷi ± t1−α/2,υ

{

s2

[

1
n
+

(xi −x)2

∑n
j=1 (x j −x)2 +1

]}1/2

, (9)

where ŷi is the predicted value,t1−α/2,υ is the quantile of
Student’st-distribution (two-tailed), 1− α/2 is the confi-
dence,υ is the degrees of freedom,s is the standard devia-
tion of the residual error,n is the number of samples,xi is
the value for which ˆyi is calculated,x j is the j th experimental
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value, andx is the mean value of the experimental data. The
standard errors of best-fit parameters were calculated with
the Python-based Kapteyn package (Terlouw and Vogelaar,
2012) by taking into account errors both inx andy using the
effective variance method (i.e., weighted fits). The 2D plots
were produced in Python, using the NumPy and Matplotlib
environment (Hunter, 2007; Oliphant, 2007).

3 Numerical approach

In the present work, the numerical simulations were per-
formed by using the 2D compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions with the boundary conditions adapted to match the
physical phenomena involved in the slip-flow flow regime.

3.1 Governing equations

The 2D full compressible Navier-Stokes equations are used
in the conservative form to describe the air flow around the
flat plate. These equations are:

– the continuity equation :

∂ρ
∂ t

+
∂ρui

∂xi
= 0, (10)

wherexi is the space coordinate,t is the time,ρ is the
density, andui is the velocity in the space directionxi .

– the momentum conservation equation :

∂ρu j

∂ t
+

∂ (ρu jui + pδi j − τi j )

∂xi
= 0, (11)

where p is the pressure,τi j is the viscous shear stress
tensor, andδi j is Kronecker’s symbol. We assume that
the fluid is Newtonian, so the viscous shear stress tensor
can be written as:

τi j = µ
(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)

−δi j
2
3

µ
∂uk

∂xk
, (12)

whereµ is the viscosity coefficient.
– the energy conservation equation:

∂ρet

∂ t
+

∂ (ρuiet +ui p−uiτi j +qi)

∂xi
= 0, (13)

whereet = e+
(

ρΣu2
i

)

/2 is the total energy,e is the in-
ternal energy, andqi is the heat flux in the space direction
i. The Prandtl number is 0.7, corresponding to air gas.

3.2 Boundary conditions

Because of the rarefied regime, the boundary conditions ap-
plied in the equation system (10)–(13) are the slip velocity
us and the temperature jumpTj conditions on the solid wall
(z= 0). The complete wall boundary condition proposed by
Kogan (1969) is used, taking into consideration the first-
order Knudsen number conditions. The slip velocity and the
temperature jump at the wall are expressed, respectively, by

us(x) = 1.012
µw

ρw (x)

[

2m
kBTw (x)

]1/2(∂ux (x)
∂z

)

z=0
, (14)

Tj (x) =Tw (x)+
2−aαe

αe

[

2m
kBTw (x)

]1/2

×

λTw (x)m
kBρw (x)

(

∂T (x)
∂z

)

z=0
,

(15)

whereµw andλTw are the viscosity and the thermal conduc-
tivity, respectively, evaluated at the wall temperatureTw, ρw

is the density,kB is the Boltzmann constant,m is the mass,
ux is the tangential velocity to the wall,αe is the coefficient
of energy accommodation at the wall, anda is a numerical
coefficient defined by Kogan (1969). In this study, a full ac-
commodation assumption is considered (i.e.,αe = 1).

In the present work, although several types of effects
are involved when the plasma actuator is used (for instance,
bulk heating, thermal disequilibrium, and ionization), only
the heating of the flat plate surface was considered for the
numerical simulations. Neither the plasma nor the electric
field were simulated here. The surface heating of the flat
plate was simulated by fixing different temperature distribu-
tions for the Dirichlet boundary condition on the model wall.
To reproduce numerically the surface heating measured ex-
perimentally when the discharge was fired, the temperature
distributions (i.e.,Tw = f (x)) obtained from the temperature
measurements by the IR camera (see Sect. 4.1) were used as
boundary condition for the upper surface of the model.

In this study, the surface temperature evolved with the
longitudinal positionx, which was not the case in a previous
study of our group (Parisse et al, 2009), where the surface
temperature was kept constant along the flat plate surface.
For the rest of the flat plate and the whole domain, an initial
temperature of 163 K was set. At the upper and lower bound-
aries of the physical domain simulated, a zero gradient con-
dition was imposed. The same type of condition was used
for the boundary downstream the model. An inflow condi-
tion was set for the boundary upstream the model.

3.3 Numerical scheme

The numerical code uses a structured grid divided into 3
blocks for parallel computing purposes, with a total num-
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ber of 108096 cells. The minimum space step (0.5 mm), was
chosen as a result of the convergence study and also taking
into account the mean free path value in the free stream (see
Tab. 1). The unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations
are discretized according to an explicit cell-centered finite
volume method. The convective block (Euler) is discretized
using a WENO 3rd-order accurate TVD-upwind, cell-centered
finite volume scheme. The associated Riemann solver is HLLC
(Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact). The diffusive block is then
discretized with a centered finite difference scheme. Tem-
poral integration is performed by a 2nd-order Runge-Kutta
procedure. The CFL coefficient used to carry out the simu-
lations was 0.75.

This code has been validated on numerous test cases, es-
pecially for supersonic and hypersonic rarefied flows (Markelov
et al, 2000). In the present work, the numerical code does not
use several species, and only the macroscopic temperature is
considered to describe the flow. Neither the rotational tem-
perature nor the vibrational one are used, meaning the flow
is considered at thermal equilibrium.

4 Characterization of actuators

4.1 Plasma actuator

The discharge was created by applying a negative dc po-
tential to the active electrode. Figure 7 shows the current-
voltage characteristic (IHV–VHV) of the plasma actuator. The
discharge ignites at aroundVign = −0.36kV±0.01kV, and
can be sustained down to aroundVs ≈ −2.5kV. Within this
range the discharge current increases with the applied volt-
age as

IHV = a(Vign−VHV)
n , (16)

wherea = 69.2mA·kV−n ± 0.9mA·kV−n andn = 1.28±
0.03 are the best-fit parameters with their corresponding
standard errors.Vign is the ignition voltage in kV. This be-
havior corresponds to the abnormal glow discharge regime
(Raizer, 1991).

Previous works (Menier et al, 2007; Léger et al, 2009;
Parisse et al, 2009) have shown that for this geometry one
of the effects of the plasma actuator on the flow field is
caused by the heating of the surface. The main contribution
to the cathode heating is the bombardment of energetic neu-
trals and returning ions, in particular positive ions (Raizer,
1991). Because the motion of ions is directed by the electric
field and not by the flow field, they can directly bombard the
cathode. Their impact energy is converted to heat into the
cathode (the surface heating) and extraction of electrons at
the cathode surface (secondary emission). This takes place
in the dark area above the cathode (the Faraday’s dark space,
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Fig. 7 Current-voltage characteristic of the plasma actuator in a Mach
2 air flow.

see Sect. 6.1), which is the discharge region where the elec-
tric field is the strongest. Neutrals are not directed by the
electric field but they can bombard the cathode trough suc-
cessive elastic collisions with charged particles. Since the
degree of ionization in a glow discharge plasma is rather
low, the most abundant species bombarding the cathode are
neutrals (Raizer, 1991). Because the flat plate is beveled,
the electric field is stronger in the vicinity of the leading
edge (Ĺeger et al, 2009). The non-uniform distribution of the
electric field above the cathode induces an intensification of
ions bombardment, and thus an increase in the surface tem-
perature of the cathode in this region. The longitudinal dis-
tribution of the surface temperature is therefore not constant
along the flat plate, as evidenced by the temperature mea-
surements performed with the IR camera (see Fig. 8).

The longitudinal distribution of the surface temperature
measured for several discharge currents with the IR camera
is presented in Fig. 8a. The highest surface temperatures are
measured close to the leading edge. Downstream the active
electrode, the flat plate is heated due to the thermal con-
duction inside the flat plate. The lowest temperatures are
measured at the trailing edge of the flat plate. The decreas-
ing shape of the longitudinal temperature distribution is not
caused by the interaction between the air flow and the dis-
charge. For a given value ofIHV, the plasma discharge in-
duces a similar heating of the flat plate without the Mach 2
flow and with a static pressure set to 8 Pa (not shown here).
In this case, the temperature distribution is similar both in
terms of value and shape. This result confirms that the heat-
ing of the flat plate surface results from the presence of the
plasma discharge. The thermal equilibrium of the cathode
temperature is reached after 15–20 min, meaning that the
magnitude order of the time scale of surface heating is few
tens of minutes. Over the range of electrical configurations
tested with the plasma actuator, the maximum surface tem-
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Fig. 8 Surface temperature in the case of the plasma actuator:(a) lon-
gitudinal distribution of the wall temperatureTw along the flat plate,
and (b) variation of the maximum wall temperatureTw,max as a func-
tion of the discharge currentIHV. The free stream Mach number is 2.

peratureTw,max appears to evolve with the discharge current
(see Fig. 8b) as

Tw,max= a(IHV)
n+Tw,off, (17)

where a = 1.52K·mA−n ± 0.33K·mA−n and n = 1.33 ±
0.05 are the best-fit parameters with their corresponding
standard errors, andTw,off = 290.0K±4.3K is the wall tem-
perature in the case of the natural flow.

4.2 Heating element

The surface heating of the flat plate induced by the plasma
actuator was experimentally reproduced by using the non
uniform heater described previously (see Sect. 2.2). The flat
plate surface was heated by applying a dc potential to the
heater. Figure 9 shows the current-voltage characteristic(IHE–
VHE) of the heater. Because the heater is a resistive device,
the current is linear with the applied voltage (slope of 1/RHE,
RHE= 16.81Ω±0.03Ω is the resistance value of the heater).
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Fig. 9 Current-voltage characteristic of the heater in a Mach 2 air flow.
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Fig. 10 Comparison of wall temperature distribution along the flat
plate between the plasma actuator atIHV = 40.5mA and the heater at
IHE = 1.1A. The free stream Mach number is 2.

The spatial distribution of the wall temperature measured
with the plasma actuator is reproduced by using the heater
with a non-uniform distribution of the resistive wire. Several
wire distributions were tested to obtain a temperature distri-
bution similar to the one measured with the plasma actuator.
With this particular wire distribution for the heater, a similar
value ofTw,max than that measured with the plasma actua-
tor (for a given value ofIHV) can be achieved by supplying
the heater with an adequate value for the currentIHE (see
Fig. 10). Therefore, the temperature distributionTw (x) and
the maximal surface temperatureTw,max can be reproduced
with the heater, by optimizing the wire distribution and the
heater current, respectively. A maximum wall temperature
up to Tw,max ≈ 550K can be reached with the heater (see
Fig. 11). Higher values ofTw,max are not allowed due to the
physical characteristics of the polyimide film (working tem-
perature below 553 K). However, a large part of the values
of Tw,max measured with the plasma actuator can be investi-
gated with the heater. Over the range of electrical configura-
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Fig. 11 Maximum wall temperatureTw,maxaccording to the heater cur-
rentIHE. The free stream Mach number is 2.

tions tested with the heating element, the maximum surface
temperatureTw,maxof the heater evolves with the currentIHE

as

Tw,max= a(IHE)
n+Tw,off, (18)

wherea = 166.0K·A−n ± 3.4K·A−n andn = 1.53± 0.05
are the best-fit parameters with their corresponding standard
errors, andTw,off = 286.5K±2.2K is the wall temperature
of the heater in the case of the natural flow.

5 The baseline flow

The flow field around the flat plate was first investigated
without any actuation, corresponding to the study of the nat-
ural flow (namely, the baseline). In this case, the shock wave
was experimentally visualized with the glow-discharge flow
visualization technique (see Sect. 2.3.2). Figure 12 shows
an image of the baseline around the flat plate visualized with
the ICCD camera. This image results from the averaging and
post-processing of 300 snapshots of the flow field recorded
with the ICCD camera. The contrast was enhanced with Im-
ageJ software (Schneider et al, 2012) in order to distinguish
the shock wave position more precisely than is possible from
a single raw image. The air flows from the left to the right.

The shock wave is readily recognized on the image cap-
tured with the ICCD camera, enabling the estimation of its
shape. In our conditions, the shock wave shape for the base-
line is hyperbolic and can be described by

x= c1+c2

[

1+

(

z
c3

)2
]1/2

, (19)

wherex andz are the shock wave coordinates in the Carte-
sian coordinate system (centered on the leading edge), and

Fig. 12 Image of the natural flow field around the flat plate obtained
with the glow-discharge flow visualization technique (300 ICCD im-
ages averaged and post-processed, individual exposure time of 50ms).
The free stream Mach number is 2.

c1, c2 andc3 are the geometric coefficients of the hyperbola.
This type of shock wave shape is consistent with shapes
reported in the literature. The shock wave angleβ corre-
sponds to the angle of the hyperbola asymptote (i.e., the
Mach angle). The coefficientsc1, c2 and c3 are estimated
by fitting (least squares method) the shock wave position on
the ICCD images, enabling the shock wave angle to be cal-
culated. For the baseline, the value of the shock wave angle
is βoff = 36.71◦ ± 0.68◦. The error corresponds to the to-
tal uncertainty∆β calculated according to Abernethy et al
(1985). For a given experimental configuration, the value of
β results in the repeated analysis (three times) of the same
series of images. The total uncertainty∆β is therefore esti-
mated by(t95/

√
N)βstd, whereN = 3 is the number of pass,

t95 = 3.1824 is the corresponding value of the quantile of a
two-tailed Students t-distribution with a confidence interval
of 95%, andβstd is the standard deviation ofβ . The shock
wave is slightly detached from the leading edge of the plate
because of the rarefaction effects. The magnitude order of
the shock wave stand-off distance is 1–2 mm. For the base-
line, the longitudinal distribution of the surface temperature
measured with the IR camera along the flat plate is homoge-
neous:Tw ranges between 286.7 K and 288.8 K with an av-
erage value of≈ 287.4K (see Fig. 8a, black dash-dot line).

The baseline of the Mach 2 flow field was simulated with
the WENO code described in Sect. 3. The simulation was
run with the input parameters corresponding to the exper-
imental flow conditions (see Tab. 1). The resulting Mach
number field is shown in Fig. 13. The global shape of the
shock wave is well reproduced as well as the stand-off of
the shock wave ahead of the leading edge. The longitudi-
nal distribution of the surface temperature is homogeneous
with an average value over the flat plate of 282.8 K. The un-
derestimation of the surface temperature for the simulated
baseline can be due to the wall conditions (slip velocity and
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Fig. 13 Mach number flow field obtained from the WENO simulation
of the baseline. The free stream Mach number is 2.

temperature jump) used to simulate the flow field. The shock
wave position is estimated by detecting the wall-normal po-
sition of maximum slope of the dynamic pressure field (Mc-
Croskey et al, 1966). The fitting of the shock wave shape
with Eq. (19) gives a shock wave angle for the simulated
baseline ofβ = 37.39◦, which is slightly larger than the ex-
perimental value. This discrepancy is due to a slight overes-
timation of the shock layer thickness by the numerical code
(see Sect. 6.2).

6 Analysis of the shock wave angle increase

6.1 Modifications induced by the plasma actuator

When the high voltage is switched on, gas above the cathode
is ionized and a weakly ionized plasma is created. Figure 14
shows an image taken with the ICCD camera of the flat plate
with the plasma actuator working. The plasma discharge ex-
hibits a plume-like shape slightly slanted in the upstream di-
rection, and is divided into two main distinct zones. The first
one is the Faraday’s dark space, corresponding to the dark
area around the cathode (Raizer, 1991). Because a shock
wave is present, this dark space is slightly slanted in the up-
stream direction. The Faraday’s dark space has a thickness
ranged approximately between 5 mm and 15 mm, allowing
it to overtake the leading edge of the flat plate. Beyond the
Faraday’s dark space, there is a large luminous region called
the positive column where the ionization process takes place
(Raizer, 1991). Into the positive column, the shock wave po-
sition corresponds to the oblique gradient of luminosity ob-
served above the flat plate. The plasma discharge induces
a modification of the shock wave that is deflected outward
from the flat plate surface as illustrated in Fig. 14. The shock
wave shape of the baseline (solid line) is superimposed on
the image to make the comparison easier. For the electrical
configurations experimentally tested, the hyperbolic shape

OFF

shock wave

electrodes

Faraday’s dark space
positive column

Fig. 14 ICCD image of the flow field modified by the plasma actua-
tor (VHV = −1.57kV andIHV = 74mA). The solid line represents the
shock wave shape of the baseline. The free stream Mach number is 2.
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Fig. 15 Shock wave angleβ versus the discharge currentIHV. The free
stream Mach number is 2.

of the shock wave is preserved, allowing Eq. (19) to be used
to estimate the shock wave angle. In addition, the magnitude
order of the shock wave stand-off distance remains within
the 1–2 mm-range.

Figure 15 shows the variation in the shock wave angle
with the discharge current. It can be seen that the higher the
discharge current is, the greater the increase in the shock
wave angle is. This variation can be approached by

β = a

[

1−exp

(

−IHV

b

)]

+βoff, (20)

wherea = 5.94◦± 0.21◦ andb = 25.81mA± 3.04mA are
the best-fit parameters with their corresponding standard er-
rors, andβoff = 36.71◦ is the shock wave angle of the exper-
imental baseline (see Sect. 5).
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6.2 Analysis of the thermal effects

In the case of the rarefied flow regime, one of the main ef-
fects expected to be responsible for modifying the shock
wave is heating of the model surface (Semenov et al, 2002;
Bletzinger et al, 2005), which induces a displacement effect.
The flow viscosity above the heater is modified, leading to
an increase in the boundary layer thicknessδ99, and, conse-
quently, a shift of the shock wave outward of the flat plate
surface (i.e.,β increases). In this experiment, a Pitot sur-
vey of the flow above the cathode shows the increase inδ99

(see Fig. 16a). At the longitudinal positionx= 17.5mm (i.e.,
in the middle of the cathode), the shape of the Pitot pro-
files indicates that the shock wave and the boundary layer
are merged. The boundary layer thickness is therefore esti-
mated by measuring the wall-normal position of the maxi-
mum pressure. In the case of the baseline,δ99 = 11.7mm,
whereasδ99 = 18.7mm for a plasma discharge withVHV =

−1.47kV andIHV = 39mA, showing the displacement ef-
fect induced by the plasma actuator.

The longitudinal distribution of the surface temperature
measured with the IR camera was implemented into the nu-
merical code as the boundary condition for the upper surface
temperature of the flat plate model. In this study, the surface
temperature gradient due to the electric field was taken into
account, which was not the case in the previous study by
our group (Parisse et al, 2009). In order to simulate a Pitot
survey of the flow above the flat plate, a synthetic Pitot pres-
sure was calculated from the dynamic pressure and the flow
conditions (Menier, 2007). Figure 16b shows the synthetic
Pitot profiles above the flat plate atx= 17.5mm, for differ-
ent cases of a simulated surface heating.

Whatever the case, the profile shape is different from the
one measured experimentally. The shape of the experimental
Pitot profiles exhibits a single ‘knee’ at the wall-normal po-
sition of the maximum pressure, identified as the edge of the
boundary layer and meaning that the boundary layer if fully
merged with the shock wave (McCroskey et al, 1966). Nev-
ertheless, the pressure profiles calculated from the numeri-
cal simulations for the samex-position present two ‘knees’.
The first one, located at the wall-normal position of the max-
imum pressure, corresponds to the lower side of the shock
wave. The second knee is observed at a lowerz-position and
corresponds to the edge of the boundary layer. This shape
of the synthetic Pitot profiles obtained from the numerical
simulations suggests that the boundary layer and the shock
layer are not merged and that a layer of inviscid flow sepa-
rates them (McCroskey et al, 1966).

To explain the discrepancies between experimental and
numerical Pitot profiles, the boundary conditions used in
the numerical simulations can be considered. Because this
study lies with the slip-flow regime (Kn ∼ 0.001), the slip
velocity and the temperature jump were used at the model
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17.5mm in the case of:(a) plasma actuator (VHV = −1.47kV and
IHV = 39mA and(b) numerically simulated surface heating, where the
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wall (see Sect. 3.2). Analysis of Fig. 16 suggests that the
downstream limit of the merged layer is reached earlier in
the numerical simulations (x< 17.5mm) than in the experi-
ments (x> 17.5mm). This earlier development of the invis-
cid layer, between the boundary layer and the shock wave,
means that in the vicinity of the leading edge, both the slip
velocity and the temperature jump could not be well adapted
to our experimental conditions. In particular, the high tem-
perature values set close to the leading edge to comply with
the temperature measurements may interfere with the tem-
perature jump. Another source of differences could concern
the coefficient of energy accommodation at the wall (αe in
Eq. (15)). In this study, it was taken equal to unity. While nu-
merous authors used this assumption (αe= 1) for simplicity
reasons, it is known thatαe can depend on the gas com-
position and the surface material (Springer, 1971). Further
numerical simulations will be achieved in order to check if
a lower value ofαe could be more representative of the ex-
perimental conditions (i.e., an air flow and aluminum elec-
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trodes). However, the numerical Pitot profiles in Fig. 16b
confirm that the surface heating induces a displacement ef-
fect. The boundary layer thickness is increased, shifting out-
ward the shock wave in return. Because an earlier develop-
ment of the inviscid layer is observed, the shock wave angle
β is slightly overestimated in the numerical simulations.

Another possible effect produced by the plasma discharge
is bulk heating of the gas above the flat plate surface, induc-
ing an increase in the thermodynamic temperature. The ideal
gas equation is used to define the thermodynamic tempera-
ture and, even in a non-equilibrium situation of a diluted
gas, this equation can be applied to determine the transla-
tional temperatureTtr of the gas. However, in rarefied flows,
the non-equilibrium behavior of the temperature may ap-
pear, in the sense of the translational (Ttr ), rotational (Trot),
and vibrational (Tvib) temperatures could take different val-
ues. Under certain conditions of the rotational-translational
relaxation, equilibrium between translational and rotational
modes takes place, meaning thatTrot can be used to deter-
mineTtr (i.e., the gas temperature). To determine if the rota-
tional modes are in equilibrium with the translational ones,
one can use the number of gas kinetic collisions (ZR−T ) nec-
essary to establish the rotational-translational equilibrium.
The value ofZR−T depends on the gas composition and its
temperature. Chernyi et al (2002) give the value ofZR−T for
nitrogen (N2) at several gas temperatures. For the present
experimental conditions, we use the temperature of the free
streamT1 = 163K, giving ZR−T = 3.25 for N2 (extrapo-
lated from Chernyi et al (2002)). One can consider that this
value of ZR−T is representative to the value for air, since
ZR−T = 3.45 for O2 at 300 K. The rotational-translational
relaxation timeτR−T is given by

τR−T = τ0ZR−T , (21)

whereτ0 = 1/ν0 is the mean time between a collision of
the gas species. In our experimental conditions, the colli-
sion frequency isν0 = 1.325×106s−1 for air. The relax-
ation time between rotation and translation is thenτR−T =
2.45µs, corresponding to a relaxation length of 1.25 mm for
a free stream velocity ofU1 = 511m·s−1. This relaxation
length represents the minimal distance required downstream
the nozzle exit to be sure that the rotational modes are in
equilibrium with the translational ones. Since the flat plate is
placed 174 mm downstream the nozzle exit (see Sect. 2.2),
it is justified to use the measurement ofTrot to determine
the macroscopic temperature (i.e.,Ttr ) above the model. For
a temperature of 250 K,ν0 = 3.744×106s−1 andZR−T =

3.81, giving a relaxation length of 0.52 mm. In addition,
Lengrand (1974) verified that the gap between the rotational
and translational temperatures was negligible in similar ex-
perimental conditions.

Another unfavorable effect could be expected when the
rotational temperature is measured in experiments with such
low pressure. Many authors observed indeed a deviation of
the rotational population levels from the Boltzmann distri-
bution. In this study, the very low density can induce a non-
Boltzmann rotational distribution, meaning that the use of
Trot to estimate the gas temperature can be not relevant. To
clarify this statement, the rarefaction parameterP introduced
by Bird (1970) is calculated. The value ofP is estimated at
two locations: at the exit of the nozzle (x= −174mm) and
above the flat plate (x= 17.5mm andz= 30mm). At these
positions, the rarefaction parameter is equal toP= 0.32 and
P = 1.7×10−3 , respectively. According to the correlation
established by Campargue et al (1984) between the rarefac-
tion parameter and the rotational breakdown criterion, the
rarefied conditions of this study doesn’t affect the rotational
population distribution, which obey to a Boltzmann distribu-
tion. For the two reference positions chosen, the rotational
temperature can be determined from the rotational levels
with J< 50 at the exit of the nozzle, and from any rotational
quantum numberJ at the position above the flat plate.

In view of these preliminary verifications, the temper-
ature of the gas above the cathode can be deduced from
rotational temperature measurements carried out with opti-
cal emission spectroscopy (OES) (Menier et al, 2007; Léger
et al, 2009). The rotational temperatures are determined from
the N2(C 3Π+

u -B 3Π+
g ) second positive system and the N+

2 (B
2Σ+

u -X 2Σ+
g ) first negative system atλ = 337.14nm and

λ = 390.4nm, respectively. The measurement position was
in the middle of the cathode according to the span of the
flat plate (i.e.,y= 0mm). Because the model was placed in
the middle of the isentropic uniform core of the flow and
the distribution of the surface temperature in the spanwise
direction (i.e., along theY-axis) is minute (see Sect. 2.3.3),
the gradient in the line of sight was negligible, meaning that
the temperature measured by OES was representative of the
effective local temperature above the cathode.

The results show that the gas temperature deduced from
the rotational temperature is weakly increased by the dis-
charge. For instance, Léger et al (2009) showed that with a
similar plasma discharge withIHV ranging between 28 mA
and 57 mA and for wall-normal positions ranging between
z= 8mm and 20 mm, the flow temperature increases by merely
10 K (from 230 K to 240 K, with an error estimated at±10K).
This result leads us to consider that the bulk heating contri-
bution to the modification of the flow field above the flat
plate is negligible. Lago et al (2008) confirmed this state-
ment in showing, with a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method
applied to a similar setup, that the bulk heating is not a rel-
evant process to consider in order to explain the flow field
modifications induced by a plasma actuator. Their conclu-
sions are supported by the fact that, for the type of plasma
created by a glow discharge in a low density flow (i.e., this
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Fig. 17 Flow temperature profiles versus the wall-normal direction at
x= 17.5mm in the case of numerically simulated surface heating. The
free stream Mach number is 2.

study), more than 90% of the total amount of input energy is
stored into vibrational modes (Raizer, 1991), which relax on
very long distances in a such type of flow (Lago et al, 2014).

Moreover, the temperature of the flow above the model
surface can be determined from the numerical simulations
(see Fig. 17). Because of the rarefied flow regime, the influ-
ence of surface heating is predominant close to the model
surface. For wall-normal positions abovez= 10mm, bulk
heating due to the heat source placed on the model sur-
face is small. For an increase in the surface temperature of
∆Tw = 292.1K, the flow temperature atz= 15mm is in-
creased by+12.6K. This result corroborates the fact that
the bulk heating produced by the plasma actuator does not
seem to play a significant role in the flow modification.

6.3 Contribution of surface heating to the shock wave angle
modification.

In order to differentiate the surface thermal effect from other
types of effects (purely plasma effects, bulk heating), exper-
iments were carried out using the heater as actuator. To ana-
lyze the effects induced by the heater, images of the flow
field were recorded with the ICCD camera once thermal
equilibrium had been reached. Analysis of the ICCD images
shows that the thermal effect at the heater surface induces
an increase in the shock wave angle (see Fig. 18, triangles)
for all the operating conditions tested (withIHE ranging be-
tween 0.4 A and 1.4 A). In Fig. 18, the shock wave angleβ
is plotted versus the maximum surface temperatureTw,max to
compare the measurements performed with the two types of
actuators (plasma actuator and heater). The shock wave an-
gle calculated with the numerical simulation is also reported
in Fig. 18 (circles). Fig. 18a shows the absolute values ofβ .
One can observe that the numerical simulation overestimates
the shock wave angle for the baseline in comparison to the
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Fig. 18 Comparison of the shock wave angles measured with the two
types of actuators (plasma actuator: diamonds; heater: triangles) and
calculated with the numerical simulation (circles), in the case of: (a)
absolute value ofβ and(b) relative increase inβ with the baseline of
each case taken as the reference. The free stream Mach number is 2.

experimental devices (plasma actuator and heater). The val-
ues ofβ for the numerical simulation, corresponding to the
cases of surface heating (i.e.,Tw,max> 300K), are therefore
overestimated of the same difference. This was due to the
earlier development of the inviscid layer (see Sect. 6.2). In
order to compare the experimental devices with the numer-
ical simulation, Fig. 18b shows the relative increase inβ ,
in considering the baseline of each case as the reference to
calculate the relative increase.

Using the heater instead of the plasma actuator induces
similar shock wave modifications: the higher the surface tem-
perature is, the higher the shock wave angle is; and the stand-
off distance remains within the 1–2 mm-range. However, for
any given value ofTw,max, the shock wave angle measured
with the heater is lower than the value estimated with the
plasma actuator. This result is supported by the numerical
simulation, which exhibits a relative increase inβ similar
to the one measured with the heater (see Fig. 18b). When
the heating element is used, it is reasonable to assume that
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only a purely thermal effect at the model surface induces the
flow modifications observed. In this case, the mechanism in-
volved in the shock wave angle increase is the displacement
effect (see Sect. 6.2). The experimental data presented in
Fig. 18 provide a direct estimation of the surface heating
effectiveness when the plasma actuator is used. The purely
thermal effect at the flat plate surface therefore accounts for
almost half of the total shock wave modification when the
plasma actuator is used. Moreover, the contribution of sur-
face heating to the shock wave modification decreases with
the discharge current, meaning that the efficiency of other
actuation modes in the shock wave modification increases.
In this study, we chose to use the surface temperature instead
of the power consumed by the actuators in order to com-
pare them. The power consumed by the heater was indeed
directly related to the wire resistivity because it dependson
the wire diameter. This means that for two heaters made with
wires of different resistance values, the power consumed can
be significantly different between the heaters, even though
the surface temperature remains the same. In addition, in
the case of the plasma actuator, the input power applied to
the discharge is distributed into heating, ionization, chem-
istry , while in the case of the heater all the consumed power
is converted in heating. For these reasons, any deductions
based on a comparison of the power consumed by the two
actuators must be made in considering all the physical phe-
nomena involved with the two types of actuators.

Analysis of the pressure variation at a constant wall-
normal position (see Fig. 19) leads to the same conclusion
as that obtained by estimating the shock wave angle opti-
cally. The wall-normal positionz= 17.5mm was chosen in
order to measure 105% of the total pressure of the Mach 2
free stream, in the case of the baseline. The Pitot tube was
therefore placed slightly above the shock wave. A pressure

of pPitot,off = 47.1Pa (≈ 1.05×44.9Pa) was measured and
taken as the reference to calculate the relative pressure varia-
tion ∆ pPitot when an actuator is used. This pressure variation
is defined by

∆ pPitot =
pPitot − pPitot,off

pPitot,max− pPitot,off
, (22)

wherepPitot is the Pitot pressure measured atz= 17.5mm,
pPitot,off is the Pitot pressure measured atz= 17.5mm in the
case of the baseline, andpPitot,max is the maximum pressure
of the Pitot profile measured atx = 17.5mm in the case of
the baseline (estimated with Fig. 16). At this particular wall-
normal position, the displacement effect induced by the sur-
face heating is responsible for an increase followed by a de-
crease in the Pitot pressure, whatever the actuation (plasma
actuator or heater) was. However, the increase in∆ pPitot

in the case of the plasma actuator occurred at lower sur-
face temperatures in comparison to the ones measured with
a purely thermal effect (experimental or simulated heater).
This result corroborates optical measurements and endorses
the fact that other mechanisms than thermal ones (surface
and bulk heating) must be considered to fully explain the
observed shock wave modification by the plasma actuator,
in particular those related to purely plasma properties.

Future work will be conducted to estimate the role played
by the ionization rate, which is known to have the ability to
significantly modify gas properties such as the isentropic ex-
ponentγ and, hence, the speed of sound (Burm et al, 1999).
For this type of discharge (i.e., low pressure dc glow dis-
charge), the simulations performed by Mahadevan and Raja
(2010) showed that the highest values of charged species
densities are reached in the vicinity of the plasma sheath. In
our case, this result indicates that the ionization rate could
have a sufficiently high level to modify the flow properties in
the vicinity of the shock wave. Measurements of electronic
properties (i.e., temperature and density) with a Langmuir
probe will be conducted in order to quantify the level of the
ionization rate. In particular, the positions upstream of the
leading edge of the flat plate will be surveyed, since a nec-
essary condition to achieve a noticeable plasma effect is to
alter flow properties upstream the model (Kuo, 2007).

7 Conclusions

This work is focused on the quantification of surface heating
when a shock wave is modified by a plasma actuator, in rar-
efied flow regime. It was experimentally observed that the
increase in the surface temperature of the flat plate with the
discharge current of the plasma actuator induces an increase
in the shock wave angle. A heating element was therefore
used instead of the plasma actuator in order to discriminate
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purely surface heating from other types of effects. By mea-
suring the flow modifications with optical and pressure de-
vices for both actuators, it is now clear that surface heat-
ing is overlapped with purely plasma effects. Measurements
showed that plasma effects become dominant over thermal
effects with the discharge current. This study allows the mag-
nitude of surface heating to be clearly determined when the
plasma actuator is used. For the experimental setup stud-
ied in the present work, the purely thermal effect at the flat
plate surface accounts for almost half of the total shock wave
modification when the plasma actuator is used. Concerning
the bulk heating induced by the dc glow discharge, previous
works of our group lead us to consider that such a type of
heating does not play a significant role in the modification
of the slightly rarefied Mach 2 flow field above the flat plate.

In addition, numerical simulations were performed with
a Navier-Stokes code modified with wall boundary condi-
tions adapted to the slip-flow regime. The numerical simu-
lation first enabled the flow field to be characterized without
any actuator. Then, surface heating was achieved by modi-
fying the boundary condition of the upper surface of the flat
plate. Different temperature distributions were tested, corre-
sponding to real experimental cases. Numerical simulations
give results in good agreement with the experimental ob-
servations, thus confirming the conclusions drawn from the
experiments.

Future improvements will be considered to better under-
stand the coupling between the plasma and the flow. Experi-
mentally, Langmuir probe measurements will be carried out
over the flat plate to analyze the behavior of the electron den-
sity and temperature across the shock wave. These measure-
ments will be coupled with optical spectroscopy measure-
ments to investigate the non-thermal equilibrium properties
which could have an influence on shock wave modifications.
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